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THE MAN FROM
U.N.K.L.E.

We chat to Mo'wax man James
Lavelle about the fantastic new
warts 'n' all documentary film that
tells his story...
THE ’90s were a time of unparalleled excess,
when camera phones didn’t exist and the media
marketed acid house raves as a veritable solution
to cane it more than the hippies, the punks, the
Romans and the pagans. From acid and ecstasy
came cocaine for all heathens. And the untold
story of the ’90s is that behind the fear of AIDS, a
generation nearly knocked themselves out on the
good times.
James Lavelle was 18 when he began his
pioneering electronic hip-hop label, Mo’Wax. He
and buddy DJ Shadow had video cameras. They’ve
passed the archive onto director Matthew Jones,
and the result is The Man From Mo’ Wax which
gives all the rock ‘n’ rollers’ rehab ego tales a run
for their exchanges, dancing for their suppers
served on silver trays in five-star suites.
Ten years in the making, featuring Ian Brown,
Josh Homme, Thom Yorke, Gilles Peterson, Futura
2000 and many more, this is Off The Floor's music
film of the year...
James Lavelle — this film, it’s brilliant, it
really goes into the diva spirit of being an
anonymous DJ to A&R to label runner, and
frustrated superstar of U.N.K.L.E. It’s like
the bullet into the digital demise of vinyl too.
Congratulations!
“I’m just the star of the show. But it’s not my
film. There is a fanboy Shadow/Lavelle element
to it that’s core to understand. I gave my archive,
and at the time, I maybe gave too much, I filmed
a lot of stuff, over a lot of time, and a lot of it was
very personal, and a lot of it got seen, but I think

it’s important that there’s honesty, and one of
the things right now with artist-led films, in such
a Facebook virtual world, where everybody’s life
is perfect, and everything is so shiny, I realised
as it progressed, in the cuts I was seeing, was
that it was hard to watch.”
The third act sees you broken and vulnerable.
It’s a brilliant demise from the beauty,
confidence, and vision of youth — when
someone is living on the studio time budgets of
the cocaine years…
“There’s a feeling of honesty that’s slightly
cathartic to put a line under certain things.
I think the third act, with me and Lorna, is
not as good as it could be,
personally, and it dragged
on, and there were things
that I was doing creatively,
that weren’t my best. But it
is a film, a story, and people
want to see your career
ups and downs, so there’s
definitely an element of that
to make it interesting. There
were things I encouraged,
and things I wanted out, and
some things that didn’t make
it in with copyright stuff.
But I think the stuff that I’m
most comfortable with is all
the ’90s stuff and the source
material and the archive.”
That was when I first
interviewed you. You were
young, and I was younger…
“The first record came out
when I was 18. Within a year,
I got that office with Fraser
Cooke, and Rene who ran
Black Market Records, and
Tony Farsides who was writing
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for Music Week, because I got this mad deal
with Marlboro who had a record label, Marlboro
Music, and they gave me a hundred grand, which
was a lot of money in those days. We moved
to Mortimer Street and spent it all on art and
packaging and records and that mad building. It
was a good time. It’s weird thinking back now,
because going and getting a space in Soho or
wherever, that seems harder now. It was a bit
more punk rock for spaces then.”
But you had to be physically involved in culture,
rather than being able to do it digitally…
“I came from DJ culture, not band culture, and
bands were a bit more middle class to me, coming
from Oxford, not from the north. DJ culture
was very laddy, and very football-y, rude boy,
depending on whether it was house, or drum
‘n’ bass. But it was brutal to survive, but also to
compete, it’s not like it is now, considerate about
anxiety or mental health. If you stepped out of
the box — I remember when I dyed my hair yellow
and was hung in Muzik magazine. It was the
era of Loaded, TFI and Oasis. In some ways, it’s
harder physically putting out records now, every
week we were making four or five records.”
I remember meeting DJ Krush in the latter HQ
in Caledonian Road, you created this entire
universe, of BAPE, and dolls for boys and adults,
and all your Futura 2000 championing — I don’t
think street art would have exploded without
you. This film really puts across that bridge you
created between hip-hop and the mainstream…
“I was into collecting stuff. I liked counterculture
things, Mo’ Wax didn’t invent it, like it started
with Apple, the Rolling Stones, but they were
pop, so it was different, in the same way there
was an Elvis doll. I just grew on that. The best
merchandise ever was with the band Kiss. Mo’ Wax
had a lot of criticism of being style over substance.
Nowadays, financially for Kanye West, it’s about
the merchandise, and the music is second.”
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